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n spring 2008, long before anyone was using the words
“infrastructure” and “stimulus” in the same sentence, the
Institute of Politics was beginning a regional dialogue based
on an increasing awareness of Southwestern Pennsylvania’s
large and still-growing infrastructure maintenance deficit.
In addition to educating regional leaders on the range and
severity of regional needs, the Institute also created the
Infrastructure Policy Committee, which we agreed to cochair.
In fall 2008, our committee requested the development of a
primer documenting the status of each infrastructure sector to
assist the committee in investigating regional policy approaches.
The primer was not to reflect the preferences of our committee
or its members, but rather was meant to serve as an informational and educational regional infrastructure tool.
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We worked diligently to release the first edition of the primer
in January 2009 to assist the region’s congressional delegation
and state officials as they participated in the shaping of what
became the stimulus bill. While some major specific projects
were identified in the primer, this was not a regional wish list
but rather an exploration of possible ideas for improving each
infrastructure sector.
(continued on page 2)
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Our approach has been to broaden the discussion and to emphasize infrastructure as an integrated whole. Experts have noted that in other areas of the
world, such as Europe and Australia, infrastructure planning takes place more
holistically, based on overall societal goals, than it does in the United States,
where each sector tends to be addressed separately. After the distribution
of the primer and in line with this thinking, we took the necessary steps to
organize and convene an Infrastructure Working Group. This group consists of
representatives from many of the governmental sectors and private corporations
discussed in the primer. Its goals are to foster more comprehensive infrastructure thinking, build relationships among the infrastructure sector representatives, and raise awareness of infrastructure challenges.
The committee and working group have committed to periodic updates of the
primer to help ensure that concern for the region’s infrastructure becomes an
ongoing priority rather than a passing fad. The first such update was completed
and distributed in August 2009 and included new information on the impact
of the federal $787 billion American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of
2009. The updated version of the primer is available at www.iop.pitt.edu.
The ARRA monies will have a significant impact, but in most sectors, the funds
address only a small fraction of the identified needs or project backlogs. No
matter how much money the federal and state governments appropriate this
year, more needs will remain or will subsequently arise. Our committee’s efforts
are intended to keep all of us continually mindful of the enormous importance
of reliable, functioning infrastructure to our economy and quality of life. We
hope you find the primer to be useful and appreciate any feedback on its
improvement.
Thank you for your interest in Southwestern Pennsylvania’s future and how an
effective infrastructure can contribute to it.

Paul Costa

Patty Kirkpatrick

The Institute of Politics is going green!
In an effort to reduce mailings, the Institute would like to
encourage all constituents to provide an e-mail address for the
purpose of receiving some publications and most programmatic
invitations. Please visit www.iop.pitt.edu/update to update
your information if you have not done so recently.

IOP
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A c h ie v in g
I ntero p erabilit y
t h ro u g h t h e S tate
R adio S y ste m
by Bruce Barron

H

ow do police, firefighters, emergency response
personnel, hospitals, and government agencies all
talk with each other in a disaster situation? This policy
question may not get as much public attention as health care
or the economy, but if you are in an emergency, you will be
glad that someone else thought about emergency communications in advance.
Clearly many are indeed thinking about this topic, as more
than 120 people attended an Institute of Politics forum in July
on communicating through PA-STARNet, Pennsylvania’s
high-powered statewide radio system.
Charlie Brennan, a deputy secretary in the Pennsylvania Office
of Administration, presented an overview of the system and its
capacities. Brennan explained that Pennsylvania’s sizable investment in this system has resulted in the installation of an 850-site
microwave network, more
extensive than all the commercial networks combined, and
placed 18,000 radios in users’
hands across the state. “We
are putting communication
points where nothing ever
existed before,” he said.
Brennan reviewed the federal
Department of Homeland
Security’s definition of
Charlie Brennan, a deputy secretary
in the Pennsylvania Office of
interoperability as referring
Administration, describes upgrades
to “the ability of emergency
made to the Commonwealth’s
responders to work seamcommunications networks.
lessly with other systems or
products without any special effort. Wireless interoperability
specifically refers to the ability of emergency response officials to
share information via voice and data signals on demand, in real
time, when needed, and as authorized.” But, Brennan cautioned,
acquiring the technical capacity to communicate does not necessarily result in effective communication during chaotic incidents.
The state system bridges the different radio systems used by
various agencies by supporting communication on multiple
frequency bands (UHF, VHF, and 800 MHz). State radios have
been placed at every 911 center and have been used in powerful
ways. In a Cumberland County river rescue, for example,
they enabled Pennsylvania State Police helicopter personnel

ACH I EV I NG I N T EROPER A BI LI T Y
T H ROUGH T H E STAT E R A DIO SYST E M
July 9, 2009
WELCOME and Introductions
G. Reynolds Clark, vice chancellor for community
initiatives and chief of staff, Office of the Chancellor, University
of Pittsburgh

State radio System interoperability and
its benefits
Charlie Brennan, deputy secretary, Pennsylvania Office
of Administration

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
COMMUNICATIONS INTEROPERABILITY
Tom Heineman, emergency coordinator, and Brian Moyer,
emergency preparedness and response manager, Office of Public
Health Preparedness, Pennsylvania Department of Health

HOW THE STATE RADIO SYSTEM CAN HELP HEALTH
CARE FACILITIES
Fred Peterson, vice president, professional services/disaster
preparedness, Hospital Council of Western Pennsylvania

HOW THE STATE RADIO SYSTEM CAN HELP
EMERGENCY RESPONDERS
Bob Full, chief of emergency services, Allegheny County, and
chair, Region 13 Emergency Task Force

SUMMARY
The Honorable Thomas A. Michlovic, member, Pennsylvania
Securities Commission, and cochair, Institute of Politics Public
Safety and Emergency Preparedness Policy Committee

to guide a rescue boat to a victim’s exact location just before
he slipped underwater.
Brennan described the system’s three main uses:
• In the field during an emergency or during a planned event
• Between local and state personnel. “To communicate
with state people you will need to be on our radio network,”
Brennan said, “because the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation, the Department of Health, the State Police,
and the Attorney General’s office are all using it.”
• Between counties with disparate radio systems. “If one
county has UHF and one has VHF, the one link between them
is through our system.”
PA-STARNet enables data as well as voice communication,
allowing State Police to get information on a suspect (such as
whether the person is wanted anywhere in the country) within
seconds and to track automatically the location of all state
police vehicles. It is secure from access by commercial scanners,
to the extent that media outlets are complaining that they can
no longer listen to police networks.
(continued on page 4)
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(continued from page 3)
Achieving interoperability

Brennan said that the main barriers to effective communication
are procedural, not technical. Brian Moyer and Tom Heineman
of the state Department of Health illustrated some of these
hurdles as they described efforts to link 200 hospitals, 16 regional
emergency management councils, and more than 60 county
and state health department offices.
Interoperability, Moyer pointed out, does not mean enabling
users to talk to everyone at once; if everyone did that,
the amount of communication traffic would make the system
useless. Rather, it involves giving each entity the ability to reach
any other team member as needed—for example, allowing
hospital staff to communicate directly with emergency responders
or state health personnel.
Heineman described a health department pilot program that
is connecting the health department and hospitals to existing
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency talk groups.
A “hailing channel” is used to make initial contact, followed by
a request for the concerned parties to switch to a separate talk
group. In this way, Heineman said, hospital staff can communicate with a particular 911 center by pushing just a few buttons.
Fred Peterson of the Hospital Council of Western Pennsylvania
explained that various types of emergencies call for different
communication connections among government agencies,
health care providers, and support entities like hazardous
material teams or the American Red Cross. Some incidents,
such as a mass transportation accident, may have an immediate
surge of patients, while others, like an infectious disease
outbreak or a chemical release, evolve more gradually and
require just-in-time resource deployment. To respond effectively,
hospitals must obtain information enabling them to assess
whether demand will outstrip available resources and, if so,
to take appropriate action.
Peterson urged simplification of emergency communications
with hospital staff. “Nurses in a busy emergency department
are not interested in multiple call groups and fancy toys with
knobs,” he said. “They want to push a button, talk into a
microphone, and know help is on the way.” He also suggested
setting up talk groups so as to give each hospital the capacity
to access other nearby hospitals; for example, if a hospital
emergency room is becoming overwhelmed, staff must be able
to determine quickly whether to divert ambulances to other
hospitals or call in additional help. Peterson recommended
equipping each emergency medical services unit with a mobile
data terminal so that responders could instantly know the
real-time status of local hospitals.
Bob Full, Allegheny County’s chief of emergency services,
emphasized that the greatest need for interoperability is local,
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Bob Full, Chief of Emergency Services
for Allegheny County, gives an overview
of the county’s efforts on interoperability
among its many municipalities.

especially in a fragmented
setting like his county, with
its 180 fire departments,
90 police departments,
and 35 emergency medical
responders. He noted the
different communication
needs presented by critical
short-term incidents (e.g.,
a bank robber fleeing
across county lines)
and longer-term events
(e.g., linking local, state,
and federal authorities
to provide security for
the G-20 Summit in
Pittsburgh).

P VA A S C as e S t u d i e s
The Education Policy Committee produced the following case studies
on the Pennsylvania Value-Added Assessment System (PVAAS) and its
potential use in schools. The studies were released earlier this year to
school administrators and educators via e-mail. They are included here
for the purpose of reaching a wider audience.
•
		
•
		
		

A Conversation with Assistant Superintendent Larry Robb
from Armstrong School District, Pages 6-7
A Conversation with Assistant Superintendent Mary Bucci
and Director of Pupil Services Michael Loughead from
Pine-Richland School District, Pages 8-9

PVA A S and D ata
Mana g e m ent
C ase S t u dies

Like Moyer, Full observed
that too much connection can be a bad thing. At a nuclear
accident scenario exercise in Beaver County, he said, “we had so
much interoperability that no one could get a word in.”

Produced by the University of Pittsburgh
Institute of Politics Education Policy Committee
Summer 2009

Full indicated that continuing technology developments will call
for greater use of video streaming rather than just radio—for
example, to allow a doctor to examine remotely a patient traveling in an ambulance. He also said that financing improvements
has become a greater challenge, as available federal homeland
security funding has been cut in half.

Since 2007, the Education Policy Committee of the University
of Pittsburgh Institute of Politics has taken a particular interest
in the issue of data-driven education as a means of improving
K–12 student achievement and school performance. The
committee held three forums, one broadly covering applications
of “data-driven education” in summer 2007 and two in
2008 more specifically focused on the use of the Pennsylvania
Value-Added Assessment System (PVAAS).

Institute Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Policy
Committee Cochair Tom Michlovic skillfully summarized key
themes of the session:
• The radio system is most useful when it can be used daily
		 and easily, not just in major emergencies.
•
		
		
		
		
		
		

Situational awareness of what is happening throughout
a community or region is essential to effective response.
(For example, hospitals sometimes have been unprepared
for the impact of an electrical blackout because their
backup generators come on and staff members
remain unaware of the problems developing outside
the hospital walls.)

•
		
		
		

Too much talk at once is dysfunctional; good
interoperability requires development of proper protocols,
identification methods, channels, and talk groups
that make the system functional.

• Our radio system is ahead of the curve, but we must
		 prepare for a future that will heavily involve data and
		 video systems. n

Introduction

Emergency Resource Guide Update
The Institute of
Politics has released
updated pages for its
2006 Public Officials
Emergency Resource
Guide. The 2009
update includes
information on the
recently passed state
mutual aid legislation,
now Act 93 of 2008.
The guide is designed to assist municipalities and local
entities in preparing for disasters and emergencies of any
kind. Updated pages were mailed to all municipalities,
counties, and officials who received previous copies of the
guide. Electronic versions of both the update and the entire
publication are available at www.iop.pitt.edu.

Following those forums, the committee arranged a meeting
among representatives of Southwestern Pennsylvania
Intermediate Units, the Pennsylvania Training and Technical
Assistance Network (PaTTAN), and the team charged with
managing statewide implementation of PVAAS. This group
discussed its experiences with district-level use of PVAAS and
other data tools, and it recommended that the Institute of Politics
prepare case studies describing in greater detail what effective
districts have done.
The Intermediate Units, PaTTAN, and PVAAS Core Team
experts agreed on the following list of topics for use in case
study development:
• Implementation steps taken by the schools studied
• Procedures for assembling data teams
• Organizational and time structures used by schools and
		 districts that have become active in data-driven planning
• Procedure for analysis of their school and student data,
		 including PVAAS data; questions asked when reviewing
		 the data determination of action steps based on those data
• Measurable change and improvement resulting from
		 the application of PVAAS results
• Plan for dissemination of the data (e.g., public release,
		 parent meetings) and the results of those communications
We hope you will find these two case studies useful in informing
the work of your own school district or organization. If you have
comments or suggestions for additional case studies, feel free
to submit them to us by calling 412-624-1837 or by e-mailing
iopadmin@pitt.edu. Additionally, if you have specific PVAAS
questions, they can be directed to the PVAAS Core Team by
calling 717-606-1911 or by e-mailing pdepvaas@iu13.org. n
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PVA A S in A ction in a
L ocal S c h ool D istrict:
A C on v ersation wit h
A ssistant S u p erintendent
L arr y R obb fro m
A r m stron g S c h ool
D istrict
The Armstrong School District serves about 5,700 students living
in 436 square miles of Armstrong County, including the county’s
largest communities, Kittanning and Ford City. The district has four
secondary buildings (West Shamokin, Ford City, Kittanning Senior,
and Kittanning Junior) and seven elementary schools; it also sends
350 students in grades 11 and 12 to Lenape Technical School.
About 40 percent of its students qualify for free or reduced-price
lunches. The following comments were provided by Assistant
Superintendent Larry Robb in a July 2009 interview.

How has your district gone about creating
a culture of using data?
Five years ago, the Armstrong School District began a districtwide
initiative to use the Getting Results framework, which involves
a two-year planning cycle to use data to create a result-focused
school improvement plan, at every school building, regardless
of whether the building was on a school improvement list.
The school district invited a consultant to conduct a number
of professional development opportunities with teams of
teachers from each building to kick off the school improvement
planning process. From that process, the district developed data
teams composed of the principal, counselors, and teachers
at each building. Principals are responsible for assembling the
data teams.
The school district has invested substantial time in professional
development by instructing the data teams in data analysis,
root cause analysis, goal setting, and best practices. In addition,
the district has conducted small group training with a
consultant to focus on instructional planning using data.
At the central office level, the district has established an
accountability team with membership including the superintendent, assistant superintendent, curriculum and special education
staff, and representatives from the buildings. This is the district’s
oversight committee for the use of data and school improvement
planning. Each member is assigned to provide support to one
attendance area to implement and monitor the progress of the
Getting Results framework.
The district views the principals as key instructional leaders
within their buildings and provides them with continual opportunities to learn, discuss, and implement instructional
strategies using PVAAS, student data, and formative
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improvement (e.g., whether professional development is needed
in the area of mathematics content knowledge).

assessments. Monthly principal meetings are focused on instruction, dealing with topics such as building principal-teacher relationships with regard to curriculum, instruction, and assessment.
The district also has worked at developing teacher leaders and
providing them with the same level of support.

What impact has using PVAAS data had within
your district?
PVAAS provides good insights in terms of whether various
programs and interventions are giving the desired results.
For example, by examining the results of the “Class-and-a-Half”
students as a group, the central office accountability team can
see quickly whether these students are making acceptable growth.

The district uses EdInsight, a software tool that collects and
transfers data from a school’s data system daily to allow
teachers and others to have the most up-to-date information
possible when planning sessions, as its data warehouse for
class rosters, grades, attendance, and test information.
How do the data teams in your district organize their
time? What data do they review, and what is their process
for analyzing the data?
Each building’s data team will start examining its data in late
summer. Before that, each principal has a data meeting with
central office staff to preplan for examining PSSA; 4Sight
benchmark assessment, an additional test for grades 3 to 11
that is aligned with Pennsylvania standards and can provide
an estimate of future PSSA performance; and PVAAS results.
We have charged principals with comparing the data on each
student with the courses they are taking and making sure
that students are properly placed. We also begin planning for
interventions for individual students. During this meeting,
interventions from the previous year are examined to determine
their effectiveness.
The district has planned in-service time at the end of each nine
weeks to review its benchmark assessments. Teams of teachers
examine the data to determine the effectiveness of core
instruction as well as individual and classroom needs to be
addressed during flex time and targeted tutoring. The district
has more intense progress monitoring for those already receiving
interventions. The central office accountability team has a
midyear review with each principal after Christmas to monitor
the progress of the building’s Getting Results plans.
The building principals plan department meetings or grade-level
meetings on a monthly basis to discuss instructional issues.
At the secondary level, teachers have half an hour after the
students leave. At the elementary level, we provide substitutes
on a rotating basis, arranged well ahead of time, so that teams
from each grade can meet during the day.
Last year, the district focused on goal setting with students,
using 4Sight as a tool to help them set goals for themselves
between assessments. Goal setting is done with students as
young as first grade and has become an effective tool. Use
of formative assessments will be our primary focus this year.
The district is working with a consultant on this initiative.
Principals will provide professional development focused on the

components of formative assessment at monthly after-school
faculty meetings. All of the principals’ classroom walk-throughs
will be tied to formative assessment.
When I first entered administration and went to the Intermediate
Unit for training, someone was talking about the concept of
Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) for every student. It’s not as
formalized as IEPs, but that is where we are now—developing
individual plans for each student through the scheduling process
and interventions.
What changes have you seen take place as a result
of creating a culture of using data?
In math, the district has found that if students get to Algebra 2
in their junior year, they will achieve proficiency. The district used
this as a key indicator to plan its math curriculum. Students were
going from an hour of math in elementary school, plus “flex
time” if they needed remedial assistance, to 42 minutes a day in
middle school; those 42 minutes did not appear to be enough
time. So the district implemented “Class-and-a-Half” in grades
7 to 9. If a student has math during first period, he or she will
have an extra math class two or three days a week at second
period. If the student also needs extra reading help, his or her
reading class is scheduled for third period and the second
period is shared between math and reading. An elective is
sacrificed to put this time into the schedule. In grades 7–12,
the district provides targeted tutoring at least two days a week
with small groups of one to six students.
At grades 9–12, the district is implementing common semester
exams in core content areas. These are important because of the
gap in assessment data between grades 8 and 11. The benchmark
assessments at grade 9 do not give much helpful information
because they are based on grade 11 standards. State, districtwide,
and classroom assessments are used together to make decisions
about individual student performance in relation to standards
(e.g., whether a student is meeting certain mathematics standards), about modifying classroom instruction for all students
(e.g., whether more instructional focus is needed on mathematics problem-solving skills), and about the focus of school

PVAAS led the district to develop accelerated math in grade 6
because it showed that higher-level students were not making
desired levels of growth, as well as because the number of
students taking Advanced Placement math in grades 11 and
12 was low. PVAAS also has caused the district to reflect on
what it was doing with elementary flex time; this time is now
used to give students an opportunity to accelerate, not just to
focus on weaknesses. With the special education subgroup,
PVAAS offers more insight than the PSSA scores as to whether
those students, even if not yet proficient, have made a year or
more of growth. The district has pursued READ 180, a scholastic
reading intervention program, in order to give additional
opportunities to special-education students.
PVAAS permits the district to remove individual student issues
and “compare apples to apples” across the district. For example,
if grade 5 is not doing well in reading, district staff look for root
causes at that grade level. If a particular building is in the red
area, the root cause examination will focus on instructional
practices in that building, because the core curriculum is the
same throughout the district. The district works with teachers
on an individual basis and has two elementary math coaches
providing support in classrooms.
Does your district have a plan in place for disseminating
PVAAS data?
The district publishes PVAAS overall results in a district newsletter.
District leadership has discussed releasing student PVAAS
projection reports to parents but has not taken that action yet.
Getting principals and teachers to understand the system first
has been a process. District staff have made reference to PVAAS
results when communicating with individual students who they
believe could be doing better. Putting data in students’ hands
has been very valuable, as the students want to know how they
are doing and want to do well.
Currently, all central office personnel can log in to view the data,
as can principals, assistant principals, data team coaches, counselors, and some teachers. Every teacher has access to the data
through the data teams and their building principal, but providing
465 teachers with individual logins did not seem practical. n
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PVA A S in A ction in a
L ocal S c h ool D istrict:
A C on v ersation wit h
A ssistant S u p erintendent
Mar y B u cci and D irector
of P u p il S er v ices Mic h ael
L o u g h ead fro m Pine R ic h land S c h ool D istrict
The Pine-Richland School District serves approximately 4,500
students in two townships of northern Allegheny County.
It recently restructured its school building assignments and
now has three elementary schools (grades K–3), one upper
elementary school (grades 4–6), one middle school (grades 7–8),
and one high school (grades 9–12).
The following comments were provided by Mary Bucci (assistant
superintendent, elementary education) and Michael Loughead
(director, pupil services) in an April 2009 interview.

How are the data teams in your district assembled, and
how do they organize their time?
Formerly, we had data teams at the building level. Principals
would select people based on whoever was good with or
interested in data; there was no systematic process, except that
the guidance counselor was always involved. The team had to
find a time to meet, and then we had to get substitutes for the
classroom teachers. It was all such an event. Our goal was to
make it a part of how we do business in our buildings.

We knew we were changing our grade configurations [from
elementary and middle schools to elementary (K–3), upper
elementary (4–6), and middle (7–8) and saw that as a great
opportunity to rebuild our schedules from the ground up.
In our elementary schools, we lengthened the lunch and recess
times to 30 minutes each. Our teachers do not have recess duty.
We negotiated informally with our union, saying we would give
the teachers a full hour, five days a week, and on three of the five
days we wanted teachers at each grade level to meet as a team.
They are to use this time to look at data, give feedback specific to
that grade level, and collaborate on instructional solutions. This is
in addition to teachers’ individual planning time. The principal can
join the meetings, not as an agenda setter, but as a participant.
The idea is to push data examination to each grade level. We still
need building-level teams, but they can be smaller now.
At the middle and high schools, teams meet by department.
Middle school teams are expected, at least once a week,
to discuss student data and determine how their instruction
will change as a result of the data. The middle school has built
teaming into the schedule, so there is a prearranged time for
teams to meet. At the high school, there is time for teachers to
meet at the end of the day.
How do you decide who within the district should have
access to the data, and how is access provided?
Principals and the directors of special education, technology, and
staff development have full access to the PVAAS data through
assigned logins and passwords. Currently, they can create
additional access for their teachers. We consistently encourage

principals, directors, and teachers to review the information
and make informed classroom changes. At this time, a decision
on data access beyond principals and directors is handled at
the building level. Summary reports are provided to school
board members.
What data do the data teams in your district review, and
what is their process for analyzing the data?
Our first step is to take a global view of the data together. In
the case of PVAAS, we look at where we see red, yellow, and
green at the district level. In some districts, a small group of
administrators or a data specialist will do this and present the
findings to everyone else. Our approach is more time-consuming
and involves pulling several teachers out of classrooms. But we
have found that, if teachers and principals reflect on the data
themselves first, they are more engaged in the process.
We always start by looking at where we are doing well or making
progress. We look first for larger district trends, such as our
district’s tendency to perform better in math than in reading or
gender differences. We then move to grade-level skills performance. Building teams often want to move directly to which
students did or did not perform well, and people frequently jump
to conclusions without really reflecting on the data, so we have
to remind them that we are not at that point yet.
When the data teams break off and start working on their data,
we have them follow carefully the Getting Results framework
(which provides a good template of foundational questions) or
a root cause process. Root cause analysis takes a fair amount of
professional development, and each year, we have to review and
refresh the team.

When people “own” the data, they have the desire to make
changes. Thus, it is important to provide time for people to
look at and process the data themselves. Members of each
building’s data team can then go to other teachers at their grade
level and work with them toward decisions such as possible
curriculum changes.
What changes have you seen take place as a result of
creating a culture of using PVAAS data?
Our middle school PVAAS results caused us to see that our
high-performing students were not making the level of growth
they should have been achieving. This confirmed the gut-level
feeling of some middle school teams who had wondered if their
students were receiving sufficient challenges. Around the same
time, our superintendent had received training on pre-Advanced
Placement (AP) programs, so we looked at implementing pre-AP
at the middle school. In the past, it might have taken three
years to carry out this change; PVAAS was a catalyst to make it
happen immediately. We sent teachers to training, started a pilot
program, and responded to objections with clear data showing
that these students were not growing and that we could not
wait another year or two. Last fall’s data suggest that our
students are now showing acceptable growth.
At the elementary level, prior to PVAAS, we had implemented
flexible grouping in math at the primary level to add rigor for all
students. PVAAS results showed that this approach was working
for math, but reading data were not as healthy. Those results
energized us to move toward a similar flexible grouping model
for reading. Again, without the PVAAS data, we would not have
seen the urgency to change.
(continued on page 14)

Since 2006, the Education Policy Committee has been actively promoting the awareness
and use of data, specifically PVAAS, in Pennsylvania’s schools.
December 2006

July 20, 2007

April 11, 2008

April 25, 2008

June 13, 2008

November 18, 2008

September 2009

The committee
chose to focus on
the collection and
sharing of student
data, with the goal
of using the data
to improve student
achievement.

The committee held
a forum titled Datadriven Education: Plans
and Implications for
Pennsylvania, which
attracted education
leaders and policymakers from across the
state and included an
open discussion on the
possible applications
of PVAAS data.

The committee
convened a special
meeting of regional
PVAAS leadership, as
well as Pennsylvania
Secretary of Education
Gerald L. Zahorchak,
to discuss PVAAS
implementation
procedures and
recommendations.

The first of two
forums on PVAAS,
What to Do with
PVAAS: Policy and
Practical Direction
for School Districts,
demonstrated to
teachers and school
administrators how
to use PVAAS in
their districts.

The second in the series
of forums, Using PVAAS
to Support School
Improvement, provided
a more in-depth look
at the application of
PVAAS in analyzing
student achievement.

The committee convened a group of
Intermediate Unit and Pennsylvania
Department of Education representatives
to discuss progress in implementation of PVAAS
within Southwestern Pennsylvania school
districts as well as how the committee could
further support the initiative. This group
suggested the need for case studies that
demonstrate school districts that are successfully
managing data.

At the Institute’s annual
retreat, the committee
expressed an interest
in working with school
board members and
the public on PVAAS
implementation,
because outreach to
school administrators
and educators had
been so successful.
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Thirteenth Annual Elected Officials Retreat
America 2009–2019: Policy Directions for the Next Decade
Day One
Welcome and Presentation of Coleman Award
Mark A. Nordenberg, chancellor, University of Pittsburgh
Retreat Overview and Introductions
Terry Miller, director, Institute of Politics
Perspectives on America 2009–2019
• Robert Greenstein, executive director, Center on Budget
		 and Policy Priorities
• Edwin J. Feulner, president, the Heritage Foundation
Open Discussion
Moderated by Richard W. Taylor, CEO, Imbue Technology
Solutions, Inc., and cochair, Economic Development Policy
Committee, Institute of Politics
Commissioners’ Roundtable: Pennsylvania 2009–2019
Moderated by G. Reynolds Clark, vice chancellor of
community initiatives and chief of staff, Office of the Chancellor,
University of Pittsburgh
• The Honorable Jim Scahill, commissioner,
		 Armstrong County
• The Honorable Rich Fitzgerald, president,
		 Allegheny County Council
• The Honorable Charles Camp, commissioner,
		 Beaver County
• The Honorable J. Bracken Burns Sr., commissioner,
		 Washington County

SEptember 17–18, 2009

Breakout Sessions
Breakout Discussion
Moderated by Moe Coleman, director emeritus, Institute
of Politics
Closing Remarks
Moe Coleman

Opening Remarks and Introductions
Terry Miller
Politics and Policy in 2009–2010
Howard Fineman, senior Washington correspondent
and columnist, Newsweek
Q&A and Open Discussion
Moderated by M. Christina Gabriel, innovation economy
program director, the Heinz Endowments
Southwestern Pennsylvania’s Economy:
Now and Into the Next Decade
Stuart G. Hoffman, senior vice president and chief economist,
PNC Financial Services Group, Inc.
Q&A and Open Discussion
Moderated by Christina Gabriel
Policy Committee Meetings

A m erica 20 09 –2019: Polic y Directions
for t h e N e x t Decade
by Br uce Bar ron
Making Good Policy in a Bad Economy
The 2009 Institute of Politics Elected Officials Retreat, America
2009–2019: Policy Directions for the Next Decade, focused on
how to make policy decisions in a period of economic strain,
dwindling resources, and highly partisan politics.
The retreat’s first two speakers, invited because of their national
prominence as policy thinkers coming from distinctly different
ideological perspectives, made perhaps the most lasting impression with their ability to interact forcefully yet cordially, actively
seeking areas of agreement on how to address some of
America’s most pressing problems.
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Two National Policy Experts
This year’s retreat broke new ground by featuring, for the first
time, the heads of two leading Washington, D.C., policy think
tanks: Robert Greenstein of the Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities and Edwin Feulner of the Heritage Foundation. Both
offered their perspectives on the United States’ present status
and their policy recommendations for the next 10 years.
Greenstein assessed the nation’s economic health and derived
policy proposals from that assessment. He pointed out that
most analysts believe the federal stimulus package has played
a key role in bringing our economic recession to an end (i.e.,
in reaching a point where the economy has stopped shrinking) but that employment and state and local revenue levels
will get worse before they get better and will need several
years to recover. “You are not going to like hearing this when
Pennsylvania does not have a [state] budget yet, but it will be
harder next year,” he said. “States are projected to face bigger
shortfalls in the state fiscal year beginning July 1, 2010, than in
the year starting July 1, 2009.”

But we will have to do both because you can’t get enough
money out of either place.”
Finally, Greenstein warned about the implications of the growing
gap between rich and poor in America. From 1946 to 1976,
he said, all socioeconomic groups shared equitably in economic
growth; since then, however, those at the top have benefited
disproportionately, with two-thirds of all income growth going
to the richest 1 percent of households. “Tensions and resentments are greater,” he stated, “in a situation when the economy
is moving forward but the gains are not broadly shared.”
Feulner first responded to two of Greenstein’s observations,
underscoring the severity of the entitlement crisis while indicating
that the nation’s richest 1 percent already pay 40 percent of the
total income tax. He then introduced his foundation’s core ideas
on U.S. progress over the next decade, which he said would be
tied to limited government and individual freedom.

Day Two

Closing Remarks
Terry Miller

T h irteent h A nn u al
E lected O fficials R etreat

Based on this economic forecast, Greenstein divided the next
decade of policymaking into “two periods for which the
prescriptions will be different. The first is the period during
which the economy is still in the doldrums and there is a risk
of the recovery’s stalling out; the second is when the economy
is more healthy again.”

Speakers Ed Feulner (left) and Robert Greenstein (right) display refreshing
bipartisanship as they take questions from the audience.

For the next several years, Greenstein called for continued government investment in areas where nearly every dollar provided
is spent quickly by recipients and helps a weak economy, such
as food stamps and extended unemployment benefits. He said
that, to revive a slow economy, government must “rev up consumer demand” rather than award tax cuts to businesses that
“will park the money rather than hire more people … if they
can’t sell the goods and services they produce.”
Recognizing that tax increases and budget cuts create further
negative momentum in the middle of a recession, Greenstein
praised the stimulus package for the fiscal relief it provided to
states. Deficit spending is a necessary “temporary pump priming” in a recession, he stated, but he is counting on Congress
not to continue this heightened level of spending once the
economy recovers: “We should be alarmed about the nation’s
long-term fiscal picture. Ed and I will agree that it is unsustainable, even if we don’t agree on the solution. We cannot get
through another 10 years kicking this can down the road.”
Greenstein identified spiraling health care costs as by far the
leading factor in the nation’s gloomy fiscal picture. He noted
that health care costs, per beneficiary in both the public and
private sectors, continue to rise at an annual rate 2 percentage
points higher than per capita economic growth. Health care
reform, he contended, will not happen “unless it is married with
changes that get us close to universal coverage.”
Greenstein decried the incentives for special interests with
which the tax code is “riddled” and said both spending cuts
and new revenues are needed: “Conservatives don’t want to
talk about raising more revenue as part of fixing the problem.
Progressives don’t want to change Medicare and Social Security.

“We believe that local initiative and flexibility work,” Feulner
asserted, citing cases where states have served as laboratories
for innovative policy development in welfare reform and health
insurance. “Those who work in local government should be
tired of receiving money from Washington with strings attached
when you know better how to do things in Westmoreland
County than they do.”
Feulner called for “bottom-up” policymaking, in contrast to
progressives’ preference for an activist central government.
“Every dollar left in people’s hands will leave us more prosperous and more free to choose,” he stated. “That’s why [Heritage]
focuses on a renewed reliance on the individual. … We need to
ask whether today’s challenges are met better by a Europeanstyle administrative state or by the principles articulated in the
U.S. Constitution.”
Choice, he stressed, is the underlying theme in many of Heritage’s
policy prescriptions, such as education (permitting families with
children in failing schools to enroll them elsewhere) and Social
Security (offering new savings and investment options). He
recommended evaluating policies according to six principles:
• Is it the government’s business?
• Does it promote self-reliance?
• Is it responsible? (For example, Feulner argued,
		 increasing deficits by spending money that we
		 don’t have is irresponsible.)
• Does it unify us?
• Does it make us safer?
• Does it make America more prosperous?
Richard Taylor, cochair of the Institute’s Economic Development
Policy Committee, skillfully guided a discussion period that revealed
further agreements and points of contention between the two
(continued on page 12)
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2009–2010 Institute of Politics
Policy Committee Priorities
Following are the proposed priorities for the eight Institute policy
committees for the upcoming year, as determined at the Elected
Officials Retreat, held September 17 and 18, 2009. All priorities
are subject to change depending on new developments or further
assessment of project feasibility.
Economic Development
Develop and conduct a one-day symposium for a broad audience
that explores the key policy issues related to natural gas drilling and
the tensions between capitalizing on opportunities and managing
the impact. Issues examined should include water quality; workforce
training needs; taxation; local government’s role and authority; and
permitting, bonding, and contractual questions.

Education

Health and Human Services
Use existing data on critical health care policy issues. Convene sessions
with key health care stakeholders to review, refine, and draft policy
ideas on these problems.

Infrastructure
Continue to update/improve infrastructure primer and seek opportunities
to elevate awareness of infrastructure needs.

Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness
The committee is considering several topics, including finding ways
to stem the rapid loss of numbers in volunteer fire departments.

Workforce Development
Study reform of the Career and Technology Center network
so as to maximize potential opportunities in the energy sector
in Southwestern Pennsylvania.

Continue PVAAS discussions with the Pennsylvania School Boards
Association to determine how to reach out to school board members.
Also explore how to engage parents in PVAAS use. Secondly, investigate the effects of the new basic education funding formula, especially
looking at how it is affecting districts with population loss.
Perform a broad survey of the potential energy resources in this region
and the environmental implications of using these resources.

Fiscal Policy and Governance
Jim Denova, vice president of the Benedum Foundation and
Amanda Green, Allegheny County Council member, lead
the Workforce Development Committee discussion on the
committee’s policy priorities for the coming year.

speakers. In one humorous interchange, Feulner responded to
Greenstein’s criticism of inefficient tax subsidies for businesses
by querying, “Sugar, ethanol?” When Greenstein quickly agreed,
Feulner declared, “Then we have bipartisan agreement!”
The guests’ dialogue led Taylor to a hopeful conclusion: “The more
we talk, the more we see that we can find common ground.”
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During her 18 years at the helm of her foundation, Feinstein
has become an influential and nationally respected voice on health
care issues. The foundation, established with proceeds from the
sale of Montefiore Hospital (now UPMC Montefiore), has moved
beyond its early focus on aging, women’s health, and underserved
populations to take on prominent and creative leadership in
addressing issues of health care quality and payment reform.

Malone, who cofounded Gateway Financial in 1982, was
honored for his enormous contributions to the workforce
development sphere. He chaired the Three Rivers Workforce

“Western Pennsylvania has never looked primarily to
Washington, except for some steel tariffs and labor laws, as the
answer,” Fineman said. “That is a very good thing … because
Pittsburgh is going to have to work hard, be diligent, and
survive various catastrophes, as we always have.”

(continued from page 11)
Thirteenth annual elected officials retreat

County Commissioners’ Roundtable and
Breakout Discussions
After a brief break, four county-level leaders offered their reactions
and current policy priorities: Washington County Commissioner
J. Bracken Burns Sr., Allegheny County Council President Rich
Fitzgerald, Armstrong County Commissioner Jim Scahill, and
Beaver County Commissioner Charles Camp. Later Thursday
evening, participants divided into groups to reflect on the
presentations. Multiple key issues emerged from the roundtable
and breakout discussions, including the need for property assessment and local tax reform and the desire to take advantage of
regional energy opportunities.

The Coleman Award for Excellence in Community Service is
now in its fourth year. At the Institute’s annual Elected Officials
Retreat on September 17, University of Pittsburgh Chancellor
Mark A. Nordenberg presented this year’s award to Karen Wolk
Feinstein, president and CEO of the Jewish Healthcare Foundation,
and David Malone, president and CEO of Gateway Financial.

Feinstein—whose great-aunt was among the founders of
Montefiore Hospital in 1888—said she prized her decadeslong relationship with Moe Coleman, who she first met when
he was working on civil rights issues for Pittsburgh Mayor
David Lawrence. “This Coleman Award is better than an Abe
Lincoln or a Florence Nightingale award, because I know
Moe so well,” she said.

Environment

Investigate two issues and then determine based on findings which to
proceed with: 1) mechanisms for new local government revenue or 2)
creation of an intergovernmental structure to deal with issues of functional consolidation among municipalities.

Coleman Award Goes to Feinstein, Malone

Institute Director Terry Miller greets Friday morning’s speakers, Howard
Fineman (left) and Stuart Hoffman (right), both Pittsburgh natives.

Friday Morning’s Session
The retreat reconvened on Friday morning so that attendees
could enjoy entertaining presentations by two highly informative
speakers, both alumni of Pittsburgh Allderdice High School.
One of them, Howard Fineman, has gone on to Beltway
stardom as senior Washington correspondent and columnist
for Newsweek. Along with his projections for federal health
care, budget, and environmental debates and the 2010 elections,
Fineman offered insights into the state of our political culture
and its implications for Southwestern Pennsylvania.

Fineman said that Pittsburgh’s leadership in “eds and meds”—
education and medicine—is gaining wide recognition, suggesting that only Cambridge, Mass., and Los Angeles, Calif.,
can claim two universities as prestigious as the University of
Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University. He then eloquently
addressed the state of civil society in America, saying that the
former “consensus reality” presented by the three national
television networks and the major newspapers “has all been
blown away. Now we have two universes—the conservative
and the liberal mainstream media—and a whole new universe
based on the Internet.
“If I have to choose between docility and passion, I will take
the passion,” Fineman continued, “but the trick is to harness
it without blowing ourselves up. I am glad that people are
paying attention [to political events]; the problem is that the
Internet allows people to vent their emotions seemingly without
consequence. It’s not like the old town hall situation, where
people expressed themselves passionately but with people

Chancellor Mark Nordenberg poses with this year’s Coleman Award winners,
Karen Feinstein and David Malone, along with Institute director emeritus
Moe Coleman and current director Terry Miller. (From left to right: Terry
Miller, Karen Feinstein, Mark Nordenberg, David Malone, and Moe Coleman.)

Investment Board for four years and now leads the statewide
board. And Nordenberg said Malone has been “passionately
instrumental” in the Pittsburgh Public Schools’ project to provide
a mentor to each of its 1,800 sixth-grade students.
In accepting the award, Malone highlighted a few of the stellar
ways in which the local foundation, labor, corporate, and university
communities have helped to keep the Pittsburgh region thriving.
Feinstein and Malone were selected by a committee composed
of past awardees (Jim Rohr of PNC Financial Services Group, Inc.;
Marc Cherna of the Allegheny County Department of Human
Services, and Max King of the Fred Rogers Center for Early
Learning and Children’s Media); Institute Director Terry Miller;
and, of course, Institute Director Emeritus Moe Coleman.

they knew sitting all around them. With the Web, people are
screaming into the void and not looking at the humanity of
anyone else. There are immense opportunities, but we must
be careful how we proceed.”
PNC Chief Economist Stuart Hoffman followed Fineman with a
lucid, well-documented assessment of where the regional and
national economies appear to be headed. Hoffman expressed
his belief that the economic recovery would continue,
acknowledging that some project a relapse after the federal
stimulus money is gone but pointing out that, as of September,
less than half of stimulus funding had been spent or even
allocated. Along with the rising stock market and job growth,
he cited a PNC survey that found receding levels of pessimism
among small business owners. Like Greenstein, however,
Hoffman said it would take three or four years for the United
States to recover the jobs lost during the economic decline.
Hoffman predicted that federal tax rates will rise in 2011,
especially for those in the highest bracket, as the nation seeks
to reduce its deficit spending. He cautioned that excess federal
spending could intensify inflation and weaken the dollar.
Following Hoffman’s talk, the Institute’s eight policy committees
met to discuss their work plans for the year ahead. n
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E d u cation Polic y and
L eaders h i p C enter
B reakfast: C o m m u nit y
S c h ools , O ctober 1
“When families learn together and when schools truly become
the heart and center of a neighborhood—a community anchor
—there are tremendous dividends for children.”
U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan

M

artin Blank, president of the Institute for Educational
Leadership and director of the Coalition for
Community Schools, quoted Secretary Duncan
during his address to the Education Policy and Leadership Center
Education Policy Breakfast, held in Oakland on October 1. He
spoke eloquently on how and why community schools can make
a difference in the lives of children and their families while simultaneously improving academic results. Blank noted that the U.S.
Department of Education has made community schools a priority
for the first time by including them as an allowable use of funding
in the recently revised American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(of 2009) Title I guidelines. The guidelines for the Race to the
Top program also may include community schools.
According to Blank, community schools are able to “bridge
school and community assets” to create powerful partnerships
that produce results. They provide a connection to numerous
services and programs for the entire family, including after-school
enrichment; early childhood development; adult education and

(continued from page 9)
PVAAS in action is a local school district

There also have been changes at the other end of the academic
spectrum. Seeing that our special education subgroup had flatlined gave us a sense of urgency about finding research-based
interventions in reading.
What impact has using PVAAS data had within
your district?
Over the past six years, we have been more open with our
community about data. We meet with the board members once
a year to give them an overview of our data. Reviewing PVAAS
data with the board members has helped them become more
comfortable with the growth concept. We have spoken
at several Parent Teacher Organization meetings about PVAAS.
We are undertaking an analysis of district procedures and may
begin sending students’ PVAAS reports to parents.
We are comfortable being public with PVAAS because we
believe in a two-way accountability street. We say in our
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workforce development; and health, mental health, and prevention
services. The premise is that when families cannot address issues
such as hunger, nutrition, job insecurity, and domestic stability,
students do not come to school ready to succeed. Principles of
the community schools movement include shared accountability
for results, building on community strengths, and setting high
expectations, with the goals of encouraging regular attendance;
academic achievement; student engagement and motivation;
and student physical, emotional, and mental health.
By providing social services within or in conjunction with the school,
teachers no longer have to do “social work” and can instead
focus on instruction. Also, community schools build extensive
social networks that are a significant asset in career development
and exploration. Research supports Blank’s claims; students in
community schools achieved better math and reading scores
than students in other schools, according to an independent
study produced at the request of Communities In Schools Inc.,
a national nonprofit organization dedicated to dropout prevention.
Community school initiatives operate in 49 states and the District
of Columbia. In Pennsylvania, Lehigh University, the University
of Pennsylvania, and Lehigh Carbon Community College have
formed partnerships with local school districts. More information,
including how districts can use Title I funding to develop and
implement community school initiatives, can be found at
www.communityschools.org. n

strategic plan that parents are our partners, and we believe
giving them the information is the right thing to do, as long as
we help them understand it. To have such a rich data source
and not make it available seems to be a waste of resources.
Do you have other recommendations for districts
regarding the use of data?
When you respond to the data strategically and make transformational changes, you have to open your thinking up to
changes all through the system. For example, adding rigor at
the elementary and middle school levels has implications at the
upper end. Your leadership has to be open to this fluidity.
Many districts focus on getting to the proficiency percentages
required by No Child Left Behind. But if you are just thinking
about moving the lowest students up, you have lost the opportunity to make the district better for everyone. We have used
resources to help students at both ends and to give students in
the middle more rigorous opportunities. n

E DUC AT ION P OL IC Y A N D
LE A DER SH I P CEN T ER
B R E A K F A S T: P E N N S Y LVA N I A
S E C R E TA RY O F E DUC AT IO N
GER A LD Z A HORC H A K ,
OC TOBER 29
By Allie Gear y

A

t the October 29 Education Policy and Leadership
Center Breakfast, guest speaker Gerald Zahorchak,
Pennsylvania’s secretary of education, talked about
many important topics, including teacher effectiveness. He
noted that having three effective teachers three years in a row
could take an underperforming child and allow him or her to
perform in the 90th percentile. The teachers matter the most,
and they have to succeed in two important respects: caring
about every child and using different techniques to teach
different kids. He also noted that student achievement, fair
assessments, clear standards, curriculum frameworks, instruction, materials, and interventions are all interconnected.
Current federal issues affecting Pennsylvania include the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which is up for
reauthorization this year. The Council of Chief State School
Officers continues to work on establishing national education
standards. Pennsylvania is ahead of the game on this issue,
as its standards seem to be mostly aligned with the proposed
national standards.
Zahorchak also discussed one of education’s main problems:
the state budget. On a positive note, he mentioned that this
year’s budget includes a $300 million increase in basic education funding. Programs like Classrooms for the Future and
tutoring for high school students were cut, but they could be
supplemented by additional federal funding.
Another topic he touched on was Pennsylvania’s achievements
as a whole. Pennsylvania was recognized in the 2009 Center
on Education Policy report as the only state making progress
in student achievement at all levels. He noted that the teacher
of the year, named by the state Department of Education,
is from Western Pennsylvania. Zahorchak believes she is so
successful because she does not leave a child behind and
makes sure that every child understands all of the information
discussed. Pennsylvania also is the most improved state in the
nation in terms of early childhood education. As a result of the
changes to the basic education funding formula, all schools are
now spending at the foundation level, which is the minimum
amount of money needed to ensure that each student receives
a quality education.

The main goals Zahorchak talked about included how the
Department of Education is working on Pennsylvania’s
application for the federal Race to the Top grant program.
This requires plans for using data systems, improving poorly
performing schools, creating curricula that are aligned with
standards, and improving teacher effectiveness. Also, he would
like to see Pennsylvania and the country as a whole become
more competitive with other developed nations in terms of
student achievement and graduation rates. He noted that
South Korea’s graduation rate is 97 percent and that while the
students are taking graduation exams, whole towns shut
down. He stated that the United States needs to make
education more of a priority.
Zahorchak took time at the end of his presentation to answer
questions about the level of trust between teachers and
administrators, the national standards movement, parental
involvement, and the achievement gap in the Pittsburgh Public
Schools and elsewhere in terms of meeting the state standards. n

Allie Geary is a junior at Thomas Jefferson High School in Jefferson Hills,
Pa. As part of her senior project, she shadowed Institute of Politics policy
strategist Briana Mihok for two days, attended the EPLC breakfast on
October 29, and wrote this article based on her experience. The Institute
greatly appreciates her contribution to this publication.
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